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Abstract 
On systems consisting of packet switched networks (e.g. LANs, HSLANs and ATM/BISDN) 
which are linked over satellite, there are packet losses due to buffer overflow at bridges and 
routers as well as bit errors on the satellite link. The resulting high error probability requires 
error correction methods, which are simple and effective in terms of throughput and memory 
requirements. For packet switched communications, quite a number of ARQ (Automatic Repeat 
Request) protocols have been designed which are able to cope with stringent memory 
requirements, but they either lack safety at high block error rates, or they require a large 
bandwidth due to low throughput. In this paper, we will introduce a simple and effective 
strategy (called Stutter-XOR or SXOR strategy) to increase throughput of exisiting protocols. 
In contrast to existing hybrid schemes (combinations of ARQ and forward error correction), it 
does not only correct bit errors, but also handles block losses. This is achieved by sending 
additional blocks, so called XOR blocks, which are created by combining other blocks using 
the XOR (modulo 2 addition) operation. We developed several variants of this strategy. Two of 
them will be evaluated here by means of analysis and simulation. 

Keyword Codes: C.2.1; C.2.2 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The way in which the retransmissions of erroneous blocks are carried out is the point in which 
the various ARQ methods differ. With continuous ARQ strategies, the sender continuously 
transmits new blocks, and the receiver accepts each error-free block and positively 
acknowledges it by sending an ACK message. On receipt of an erroneous block, the receiver 
negatively acknowledges the block by sending a NACK. When a NACK arrives at the sender, 
the transmission of new blocks is interrupted . In case of the Go-Back-N strategy, the sender 
does not only retransmit the negatively acknowledged block, but also all the following blocks. 
These are the blocks wich have been transmitted during one round trip delay after the erroneous 
block. In case of the selective repeat strategy, the sender retransmits only the negatively 
acknowledged block. These strategies are also used for point-to-multipoint communications. In 
this case, blocks are considered to be correct (positively acknowledged) if they are correctly 
received by all receivers. Accordingly, the sender decides about retransmission of a block after 
receipt of acknowledgements from all K receivers. 

Another way to correct block errors is the use of forward error correction (FEC), which 
attempts to enable the receiver to correct block errors by appending redundant information to 
the data blocks. This method can be applied bit-wise as well as to whole blocks. While 
traditional FEC schemes (such as BCH or Viterbi codes) aim at the correction of bit errors, the 
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Stutter-XOR strategy (SXOR strategy) is able to correct whole blocks. This is based on the 
observation, that in packet switched networks often more packet losses are caused by buffer 
overflows at bridges, routers and receivers than by bit errors. This is one reason why current 
transport protocols (such as ISO-OSI-TP4, TCPIIP, XTP) utilize ARQ methods, which correct 
erroneous blocks by repeating them. 

In the last years, few investigations have been done on methods for correcting packet losses 
[Bier 92], [LaBE 91], [OhKi 91] and these only cope with delay sensitive transmissions (e.g. 
video or speach transmissions), where the delay caused by repetitions of lost packets is not 
acceptable. The SXOR strategy can be used as a pure forward error correction method as well 
as a hybrid scheme in combination with existing ARQ strategies. Here we consider a variant of 
the stutter (or multicopy) selective repeat strategie, the Weldon scheme, combined with the 
SXOR strategy. 

In this introduction we will first outline the basic communication model we are dealing with. In 
chapter 2, we will review an existing ARQ protocol, the Weldon strategy [Wei 82]. The 
SXOR strategy and its applications are introduced in chapter 3. In chapter 4, an analysis of the 
different variants of the SXOR strategy is conducted, the results of which are presented in 
chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 presents an overview of the achieved results. 

The time between the transmission of the first bit of the block and the arrival of the 
corresponding acknowledgement at the sender is called the round trip delay. While the round 
trip delay of a satellite link remains constant, this may not be the case in other parts of a 
network, where alternate routing may occur. Here we assume that the round trip delay remains 
constant for the whole communication path from the sending station to the receiver(s) . The 
round trip delay can also be expressed as the maximum number S of blocks the sender can 
transmit until the acknowledgement for the first block arrives. For simplification, we assume an 
error free feedback channel (with a propagation delay equal to that of the satellite link) for the 
acknowledgements, i.e . the acknowledgements do not contribute to the link load and are 
received correctly after one round trip time. 
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Figure I: Connecting B-ISON networks via satellite. 

The transmitted blocks are safeguarded by a a set of parity bits, e. g. CRC (Cyclic Redun
dancy Check). The CRC bits enable the receiver to detect transmission errors. A block error 
occurs when there is at least one bit error in the block. In this case, the CRC bits do not match 
the data bits of the block. Undetected block errors are not considered. It is assumed that block 
errors occur independently of each other [AgKM 92]. A block is affected by an error with 
probability p, and unaffected with 1-p. Given a bit error probability of Pb, and with 
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independent bit errors the resulting block error rate is p = I - ( 1-pb )L, where Lis the block 
length in bits. 

As a scenario we consider a heterogenous network consisting of high speed and satellite links 
(see figure I). While on the terrestrial links cell losses may occur, the satellite link is dominated 
by bit errors. We assume that in case of an ATM network a block consists of k cells. A block is 
said to be erroneous, if it has at least one cell missing or contains at least one erroneous bit. 

2. WELDON STRATEGY 

In [Wei 82], E.J. Weldon proposes a more advanced multicopy scheme. It is assumed that the 
receiver has a limited buffer capacity of q·S blocks, where S again denotes the maximum 
number of blocks which may be sent during one round trip time and q is a fixed integer. This 
means that there is room for q complete round trip times in the receiver buffer. When the sender 
receives a NACK for a specific block, it retransmits this block not just once but n1 ~ I times. 
In case that each of the retransmitted blocks is disturbed again, the sender now retransmits the 
block nz > n1 times and so on, up to nq, where nJ, ... , nq are user determined values. When 
stage q is reached, a maximum of q·S blocks (new and retransmitted ones) may have been sent 
and stored in the receiver buffer (due to limited load, retransmissions and erroneous blocks 
which are discarded, the actual number will be lower) and the sender considers a receiver 
buffer overflow. Therefore, on further retransmission attempts the sender retransmits nq copies 
of the disturbed message and one copy of each of the S subsequent messages, which are 
supposed to have been lost due to the buffer overflow. Figure 2 shows an example with q = 2, 
n 1 = 2 and nz = 3. 

Sender 

Receiver 

D newblock ~ retran mitted block erroneou block 

Figure 2: Weldon selective repeat ARQ strategy. 

With q = I and n1 = I, the Weldon scheme resembles the ordinary selective repeat scheme. 
Values larger than q = I are only useful for excessively high block error rates. 

3. STUTTER-XOR STRATEGY 

The various ARQ schemes differ in the number of retransmissions executed to correct a block 
error. Multicopy schemes employ a vast number of retransmissions to obtain a high security 
level, but on the expense of throughput. With our new SXOR strategy, we aim to reduce the 
number of retransmissions necessary to correct a certain number of block errors using existing 
ARQ schemes. This is achieved by modulo-2-addition (bit-by-bit logical exclusive OR, EB) of 
several retransmitted blocks. The strategy works as follows: 
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We define a so called XOR window size n. As long as no errors occur, new blocks are 
transmitted continuously. If, however, one or more NACKs are received at the sending station, 
it will open an XOR window, in which blocks occur as either new blocks, retransmitted 
blocks, or XOR blocks, that is, blocks which are modulo-2 sums of the other blocks in the 
current window. We will term blocks other than XOR blocks basic blocks from now on. The 
XOR window limits the number basic blocks which can be combined to an XOR block. The 
receiver which is waiting for a particular block it has not received correctly yet (say, block 
number B), can retrieve a correct version of B by either waiting for a plain retransmission of B, 
or by taking advantage of an XOR block which contains B and a number of other blocks it has 
received correctly. 

If, e.g., the receiver has correctly received blocks A,C, and D, but not Band E, it may retrieve 
B out of the XOR block X = A EB B EB C EB D by calculating X EB A EB C EB D. 
Substituting X and reordering yields AEBA EB CEBC EB DEBD EBB= B, as the sum of a 
block with itself equals the all zero block. An XOR block containing more than one erroneous 
blocks cannot be used to correct either one; the block Y = B EB C EB E with neither B nor E 
being correctly received would be useless (unless either B orE could be reconstructed from 
another block). It is important to note that the process of calculating the sum of received blocks 
can either be conducted on the fly with no extra buffer (compared to non-XOR protocols) by 
immediately XORing each correctly received block of the XOR window into the receiver input 
buffer in which incoming channel bits are assembled to blocks, or with one extra buffer 
especially dedicated to XORing. 

3.1 Stutter-XOR Selective Repeat 
If a NACK is received for a particular block B, the system enters XOR mode for one XOR 
window. Every group of n basic blocks is succeeded by an XOR block of then basic blocks 
with the first basic block being the retransmission of B. There may be more retransmission 
phases (several XOR windows), if more NACKs should occur, just like ordinary selective 
repeat. 

Fig. 3 gives an example for SXOR selective repeat. Let n = 3 be the XOR window size, and 
may the sender have transmitted basic blocks I, 2, 3, 4 and 5, when it receives a NACK for 
block 1. Now, an XOR window starts, and n = 3 blocks are transmitted: first, the 
retransmission of I and new block 6. A NACK for block 3 arrives at this time and therefore 
this block is transmitted again rather than new block 7. After this, the window is closed and the 
XOR block X= 1 EB 6 EB 3 is transmitted. Now, for these four blocks (window and XOR 
block), there are 16 possible combinations of correct and incorrect blocks. 5 of them (those 
with 3 or 4 correctly received blocks) yield correct versions of 1, 3, and 6: 3, 6, X correct, 1, 
6, X correct, 1, 3, X correct, 1, 3, 6 correct, and I ,3, 6, X correct. For the other 9 
combinations (two, one, or no block correct), the XOR block cannot be exploited. 

For both ordinary and XOR selective repeat, the exchange of acknowledgements is slightly 
altered in comparison with ordinary selective repeat. ACKs are emitted immediately upon 
correct reception, while for NACKs, there are two possible implementations. They are either 
immediately transmitted, or they are deferred until the end of the window. In the former case, 
the sender has to deduce from the received acknowledgements, whether or not the receiver has 
been able to correct the erroneous block. This also means, that there has to be an ACK or 
NACK for the XOR block. In the latter case, the first NACK is retained until either the XOR 
window is over (and if the block could be corrected using the XOR block, it is ACKed after 
all), or until the second NACK. In case of more than one error during one window, the XOR 
block is useless and erroneous blocks can be NACKed immediately to enable a quicker 
response by the sender. 
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Figure 3: Example for the SXOR selective repeat scheme. 

3.2 Stutter-XOR Weldon 
As with ordinary Weldon, retransmissions occur in q stages, with n; retransmissions on stage 
i. But now, a complete XOR window rather than a single block is retransmitted n; times. That 
means, new basic blocks occur during the retransmissions, as well as XOR blocks. An XOR 
window consists of the block to be retransmitted plus n-1 other basic blocks, succeeded by an 
XOR block of the whole window (analogous to SXOR selective repeat). 

An example for this strategy could look like the one in fig. 4. We let n = 2 and nt = 2: Blocks 
I , 2, 3, 4 and 5 are transmitted, then a NACK for 1 is received. Stage q = 1 is entered, which 
means that there are nt = 2 transmissions of an XOR window of length n = 2. 

ender 

Receiver 

err r 
X I = I E9 6 X2 = I $ 3 X3 = 3 $ 7 ion 

Figure 4: SXOR Weldon scheme. 

The first window consists of blocks I and 6, followed by XI = 1 (!) 6. The second window 
consists of blocks 1, and 3, since in the meantime, a NACK for block 3 has been received 

(otherwise, block 7 would have been sent), succeeded by X2 =I(!) 3. Stage q = 2 would yield 
n2 XOR windows, each with 2 basic blocks and one XOR block of the whole window and so 
on. 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE SXOR STRATEGY 

For throughput analysis, we have considered two methods, which where presented by Weldon 
[Wei 82] and Lin/Yu [YuL 81] respectively. As simulations and analytical evaluations have 
shown, the Weldon method achieves a good approximation of the simulational results despite 
of its simplicity, but only up to a certain block error probability. The extended Lin/Yu method 
is more difficult, but approximates the simulational results well even at high block error 
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probabilities. In the following we will exemplary demonstrate the Weldon method. We assume 
that all blocks are of equal length. The additional overhead, which is needed to contain the 
sequence numbers of the blocks participating an XOR block, is neglected here. 

Assuming a saturated sender (no idle times), throughput Tis defined as follows: 

1 
T = E[X] (1) 

Here random variable X describes the number of transmissions of a representative block B. 
The expectation value E[X] then denotes the mean number of transmission attempts of each 
block. 

Definition (1) must be generalized for our analysis of the SXOR strategy. The reason for this 
can be demonstrated considering the situation in figure 3 as an example: 

Transmissions 
Block Numbers 
ACK Scenarios 1) 

2) 
3) 

6th 
1 

NACK 
ACK 
ACK 

7th 
6 

ACK 
NACK 
ACK 

8th 
3 

ACK 
ACK 

NACK 

9th 
X=1E96E93 

ACK 
ACK 
ACK 

Here, for single block errors in the window, block X is required in 113 of the cases to either 
decode basic block 1, 3, or 6. Therefore, we assign to this block a weight of 1/3 rather than 1 
when counting the number of transmissions for each of the three basic block numbers. If we 
sum up the total weight, three times 1 for the basic blocks and three times 113 for block X 
altogether yield the correct number of 4 block weights. In general, when we are restricting our 
scope to one representative block B, we assign a weight of lin to an XOR block consisting of n 
basic blocks . 

For the analysis we assume a receiver buffer size of S blocks, where is denotes the number of 
blocks that can be sent during one round trip delay. It is assumed, that at the beginning of the 
transmission all receiver buffers are empty, and that the probability of block B being correctly 
received on the first transmission attempt is given by 

P(X=1) = 1- p (2) 

In case the first transmission attempt is not successful, L copies of block B are retransmitted 
and all correctly transmitted succeeding blocks can be stored in the receiver buffer.The 
probability, that this transmission turn is successful is 

P(X=1+L) = p Q(p,L) (3) 

where Q(p, L) is the probability that one of the L copies of the block is successfully 
transmitted. The number of blocks sent per repetition is determined by the strategy used. The 
Weldon strategy simply transmits L copies of the erroneous block. Here, with a probability of 
Q(p,L) = 1 -pLat least one copy is correctly transmitted. With the SXOR-SR strategy, Lis 

composed of the basic block retransmitted and its share of the XOR block, that is L = 1 + ! . n 
The probability that block B can be reconstructed at this attempt is given by 

Q(p,L) = (1-p)n+l + p(1-p)R (4) 
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This is the sum of the probabilities, that either all basic blocks of the SXOR window are being 
received correctly, or that exactly the observed basic block of the window is erroneous and all 
others are correct. In a similar manner, terms for L and Q(p,L) of the other strategies are 
derived. 

• Selective Repeat: 
L=1 
Q(p,1) = 1-p 

• Weldon (q=l): 
L=nJ 
Q(p,nJ) = 1- pill 

• SXOR Selective Repeat: 

L=l+!_ 
n 

1 
QxoR-SR = Q(p,1+ 0) = (1-p)n+l + p(l-p)" 

• SXOR-Weldon: 
1 

L=n1(1+ 0) 
1 

Q(p,n I ( 1 + 0)) = 1-( 1-QxoR-SR)ll I 

If a third transmission attempt is necessary, 1+L blocks have already been transmitted during 
the first two attempts; now we transmit additional L+(S-1) blocks, because we assume that (S-
1) new blocks have been sent between the first and second transmission ofB and have filled up 
the receiver buffer. When the third transmission of B arrives at the receiver, (S-1) more blocks 
have been sent meanwhile, but have been discarded due to buffer overflow, so they also have 
to be retransmitted. Therefore the probability that this transmission attempt is successful is 
given by 

P(X=l+L+L+S-1) = p (1-Q(p,L)) Q(p,L) (5) 

However, this is a pessimistic assumption: the maximum number of (S-1) blocks are only lost, 
if (S-1) blocks have been successfully transmitted. While this assumption works well for low 
block error probabilities, there is a growing deviation from the real throughput at higher block 
error probabilities. This is also true at further transmission attempts. For the m-th 
retransmission (m ~ 2), we get 

P(X=1+L+m(L+S-1)) = p (1-Q(p,L))m-1 Q(p,L) (6) 

The sum of the weighted counts yields the expected value of the number of transmission 
attempts of the representative block B: 

00 

E[X] = (1-p)+ L (1+L+(i-1)(L+S-1))p(l-Q(p,L))i-1 Q(p,L) 
i=l 

- 1- (S-1) p(L+S-1) 
- p + Q(p,L) (7) 

Setting L=l and Q(p, L)=l-p in formula (7) leads to the mean number of transmission attempts 
needed to correctly transmit a block with the selective repeat strategy [MiSh 81], [Weld 82]: 
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E[X] = 1 +p2(S-l) (8) 
(1-p) 

The throughput of the Weldon strategy for q= 1 and n 1 can be determined by substituting L=n 1 

and Q(p,n 1) = 1- pllJ. This yields to the result for the Weldon strategy (q=l) as described in 
[Weld 82]: 

(9) 

6. RESULTS 

Using the selective repeat strategy, the sender retransmits only negatively acknowledged 
blocks. The receiver rejects blocks which are either hit by a transmission error or cannot be 
saved in the receiver buffer. The simulation implements the following method for buffering: Be 
io the oldest block not yet correctly received by the receiver. Then buffer space is reserved for 
all blocks with a sequence number i < io+S. This space cannot be occupied by newer blocks. In 
this manner it is assured, that there is room in the buffer when these blocks, which are 
necessary for conveyance in correct order, are correctly received [YuL 81]. 

Figures 5/6 and 7/8 show results of analysis and simulation in comparison for point-to-point 
communication. At high block error probabilities, the analysis is too pessimistic. The simulated 
system has a lower buffer overflow probability, because erroneous blocks are not being stored 
in the receiver buffer. With increasing block error rate, this effect becomes predominant, so that 
analysis and simulation deviate more and more. Because of the growing number of receivers, 
this tendency is even stronger with point-to-multipoint communications; for this reason, we 
present only simulational results for this case. 

For point-to-point communication and with an XOR window of n = 2, XOR selective repeat 
shows the best throughput results above a certain block error probability. A higher window 
size means that the probability of more than one block error in the window rises. With multiple 
block errors, the additional XOR block becomes useless, so the results for large window sizes 
approach those of the selective repeat strategy. 

Figures 7 and 8 show a comparison of the selective repeat, Weldon, SXOR selective repeat and 
SXOR-Weldon strategies for point-to-point communication. Selective repeat achieves the 
lowest throughput of all schemes. Moreover, the throughput of the SXOR-SR strategy (n=2) is 
slightly lower than the one achieved by the Weldon strategy ( q= 1, n 1 =2). Caused by the higher 
number of repetitions, the SXOR-Weldon strategy is superior to Weldon and SXOR-SR only 
for high block error probabilities. Since SXOR-Weldon with llJ=l resembles SXOR-SR, it can 
be concluded that an adaptive scheme over llJ would achieve the best results. 

In contrast to point-to-point communications (fig. 5-8), with a higher number of receivers 
larger XOR window sizes prove to be useful. When different blocks are correctly received by 
different receivers, the XOR windows used for repetitions will frequently contain blocks, 
which have already been correctly received by some receivers at a former transmission attempt. 
These blocks can be used to decode other blocks from the XOR block, even if they are hit by 
an error in the current transmission. In this case, even the distortion of more than one block 
does not make the XOR block useless. On the other side, with a growing XOR window size 
the overhead caused by the additional XOR blocks is decreased. Figure 9 shows the 
simulational results of the SR, Weldon and SXOR-SR strategies for point-to-multipoint 
communications with 50 receivers. 
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Figure 5: Analysis of the selective repeat and SXOR-SR strategies for various XOR window 
sizes (n = 2, 5 and 10, point-to-point communication ) 
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Figure 6: Simulation of the selective repeat and SXOR-SR strategies for various XOR 
window sizes (n = 2, 5 and 10, confidence level 99.9%) 
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Figure 7: Analytic throughput comparison of selective repeat, Weldon, SXOR-SR and 
SXOR-Weldon for point-to-point communication 
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Figure 8: Simulative throughput comparison of selective repeat, Weldon, SXOR-SR and 
SXOR-Weldon strategies for point-to-point communication (confidence level99.9 %) 
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Figure 9: Simulative throughput comparison of selctive repeat, Weldon and SXOR-SR 
strategies for point-to-multipoint communication (confidence level99.9 %) 

As Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate, with a larger number of receivers multicopy schemes (like 
Weldon and SXOR Weldon), which transmit a higher number of redundant blocks, show a 
significantly lower throughput than selective repeat or SXOR-SR. 

Figure II also shows that at higher block error probabilities and a small number of receivers 
( <5) the use of Weldon- or SXOR-Weldon is preferable. In this case, an adaptive scheme over 
n 1 and n would achieve the best results, since SXOR-Weldon with n1 =I resembles SXOR 
selective repeat. 

The SXOR strategy can be used advantageous on channels where both bit errors and packet 
losses due to buffer overflow occur. This is demonstrated in figure 12, where the results are 
shown as a function of the bit error probability with an additional constant block loss 
probability P(block-loss) of 0.01. As further simulations have shown, block losses in this 
range may occur at heavy system load [Naze 92]. Block losses are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed and independent of each other. The above reviewed strategies can also be combined 
with traditional FEC schemes. Here we used a (1023,1013) BCH encoding [LiCo 83], which 
is able to correct I bit errors. The FEC encoding is applied to all data blocks, so the number of 
blocks which can be sent during one round trip delay (S) is slightly decreased (S'). 
Furthermore, we assume an additional overhead of 8 bits for the SXOR strategy. 

Now the throughput is no longer defined in terms of the number of correctly transmitted block 
per time unit, but in terms of data bits, so that the differing block lengths of the various 
strategies do not interfere. Throughput efficiency defined as follows: 

T _ Data (bits) _I_ 
eff- Data (bits)+ Overhead (bits) E[X] (10) 

As the results show, in this scenario the SXOR-SR scheme is clearly superior to the other 
strategies, both with and without additional FEC encoding. 
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Figure 10: Simulative throughput comparison of the SR, SXOR-SR and SXOR-Weldon 
strategies for various numbers of receivers (confidence leve199.9 %) 
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Figure II: Simulative throughput comparison of the SR, SXOR-SR and SXOR-Weldon 
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------ FEC-SXOR-SR (n-1 0) 
(Block· 1 023, Overhead- 82) 
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Bit Error Probability 

Figure 12: Simulative throughput comparison of the SR, Weldon and SXOR-SR strategies 
with and without FEC for 100 receivers (confidence level 99.9 %) 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have shown that by combining several blocks into XOR blocks the throughput for existing 
ARQ protocols can be improved. It can be applied to existing ARQ protocols and will generally 
yield better performance, especially on transmission channels where both block losses and bit 
errors occur. For ordinary selective repeat, the improvement is considerable. The Stutter-XOR 
strategy can even improve the well known Weldon strategy, which has been considered to be 
most efficient for high block error rates yet. Also, FEC channels can take advantage of 
XORing. The Stutter-XOR strategy can be implemented very efficiently in software; no fast 
hardware is required, as for FEC decoders. 
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